Prepare for Contemporary Jobs in Industry or Academia

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Learn how to navigate the intellectual, financial, leadership, and management processes associated with translating research into tangible products through university-initiated, early stage commercialization. Guest speakers illustrate the startup process through case studies highlighting topics such as intellectual property, investment, publishing versus patenting, conflicts of interest, personal and professional rewards, and timing.

THURSDAYS 5:30-8:20 PM
Burton D. Morgan Center for Entrepreneurship Room 121

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Contact the course instructors.

Sponsored by:
Discovery Park

RARELY IS IT POSSIBLE TO FIND A COURSE THAT CAN SATISFY SO MANY IMPORTANT FACETS OF A SUBJECT. IT SHOWS YOU HOW TO TRANSITION FROM AN ACADEMIC MINDSET TO A TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FRAME OF MIND.

Craig Sweet | PhD Student

THE COURSE IS USEFUL IN THE CONTEXT OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT BECAUSE IT MADE ME AWARE OF HOW TO IDENTIFY RESEARCH THAT IS POTentially FINANCIALLY VALUABLE AND HOW TO AVOID ACCIDENTALLY MISHANDLING IT.

Logan Ganzen | PhD Student

This class was the starting point of a company I co-founded with three former students. The venture called Perceive has revenues, and received two rounds of SBIR funding.

Yung-Hsiang Lu | Professor, Electrical & Computer Engineering

150 YEARS OF
GIANT LEAPS
PURDUE UNIVERSITY